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1Abstract

In this work it is shown that a locail>’ graded minimal non
CC—groupO has an epimorphic image which is a minimal non
FC—groupand thereis no element in O whosecentralizer
is nilpotent.by-Chernikov.FurthermoreTheorem3 showsthat in
a localí>’ nilpotent p—group which is a minimal non FC—group,
the hypercentralaud hypocentrallengtbsof proper subgroupsare
bounded.

1 Introduction

Let O be a group. As is well-known, O is called an FC—gronp

(CC—group) if for alí x E O,

[O : Cafr)] < Dc (G/C0(A) is Chernikov).

O is calleda minimal non FC—graup if ever>’ proper subgroupof O

is an FC—group but O itself does not havethis property. A minimal
nonCC—group is definedsimilarí>’.

Belyaev in [2] showedthat if O is a perfect localí>’ finite minimal

non FC—group then either O/Z(O) is simple or O is a p—group (p
is always a prime number). Recentí>’ Kuzucuo~lu and Phillips in [6]

have shown that, in fact, O must be a p—group. More recentí>’ F.
Leinen andO. Puglisi in [7] haveshown that a perfect localí>’ nilpotent
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p-group which is a minimal non FC-group can be embedded in the 
McLain group M(UJ GF(p)). However it is still an open question whether 
or not a perfect locally nilpotent minimal non FC-group can exist. 

Otal and Peña in [9] extended some of the properties of a minimal non 
FC--group to a locally graded minimal non CC-group. Later the same 
authors and B. Hartley in [5] have shown that such a group is locally 
nilpotent p-group for sotie prime p. (A group is called locally graded 
if every nontrivial finitely generated subgroup has a proper subgroup of 
finite index). 

In this work it is shown that a locally nilpotent p-group which is 
a minimal non CC-group contains a proper epimorphic image which 
is a minimal non FC-group in which every proper normal subgroup is 
nilpotent of finite exponent and there is no element in such a group whose 
centralizer is nilpotent-by-Chernikov. Also Theorem 3 shows that in a 
perfect locally nilpotent p-group which is a minimal non FC-group, 
the hypercentral length and hypocentral length of proper subgroups are 
bounded. 

The main results of this work are stated below. 

Theorem 1. Let G be a locally nilpotent p-group in which every proper 
subgroup ti a CC-group. Then every proper subgroup of G/G’ is an 
FC-group. Fwthermore if G is perfect then i$ contain5 a proper normal 
subgroup K such that Z(G)G’ 5 K and every pmper subgroup of G/K 
is nilpotent of finite eqonent. 

(For a group X, X0 denotes the unique moximal radicable abelian 
subgroup of X whenever it exists). 

Corollary 1. Let G be a locally nilpotent p-group which ‘is a minina1 
non CC-group. Then G contains a proper normal subgroup K such that 
G/K is a minimal non FC-group and every proper normal subgroup of 
G/ K ti nilpotent of finite exponent. 

Proof. By the Corollary on p. 1232 of [9], G is perfect. Therefore the 
assertion follows from Theorem 1. 

Theorem 2. Let G be a locally nilpotent p-group which is a minimal 
non CC-group. Then Cc ia not nilpotent-by-Chenikov (anNC - 
group) for any z E G. 

Theorem 3. Let G be a perfect locolly nilpotent p-group urhich ti a 
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minimal non FC-group. Then for every pmper subgroup X of G the 
following holds. 

(i) Z,(X) =X 

(ii) KY(X) 2 Z(G). 

(As usual for each ordinal a, K,(X) and Z,(X) denote respectively the 
a th term of the lower and upper central series of X). 

2 Proof of the Theorems 

Lemma 2.1. Let A be a periodic CC-gmup and B be a normal abelian 
subgroup of A such that AfB is radicable abelian. Then A is abelian. If 
in addition B is radicable abelian then so is A. 

Proof. The first part of the lemma follows from Lemma 2 of [3] and the 
second part is trivial. 

Note that if in the following Lemma H is a CC-group, then the 
conclusion follows from Lemma 1 of [3], but this reault is not needed in 
the proof. 

Lemma 2.2. Let H be a locally nilpotent p-gmup in which euery proper 
subgroup is a CC-group. Then H” exiists and (H/HO)O = 1. 

Proof. By (1.1)(3) of [9] every proper subgroup of H is hypercentral, 
which implies that every subgroup of H is ascendant in H. By Zorn’s 
Lemma, H contains maximal radicable abelian subgroups. Let P and 
Q be two maximal radicable abelian subgroups. Then [P,Q] = 1 by 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 of [SI, since P and Q are ascendant in G. Hence 
PQ is abelian and so P = Q by the choice of P and Q, which implies 
that H has a unique maximal radicable abelian subgroup; that is, H” 
exists. 

Next let T/H” = (H/H’)‘. Then T is radicable abelian by Lemma 
2.1 and so T = H” by the maximality of X0, which was to be shown. 

Lemma 2.3. Let H be a locally nilpotent p-group in which every proper 
subgroup is a CC-group. Then euery pmper subgroup of HIH’ is an 
FC-gn>up. 
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Proof. Sunco(H¡It0)0 — 1 by Lemma2.2, wema>’ supposewithout loss
of generalitythat Ho — 1. Let K be an>’ propersubgroupof H. Then
K/K0 is an FC—gronpby Lomma 1 of [3]. Moreover sinceIt contains
a uniquema.ximal radicableabeliansubgroupby Lemma2.2, it follows
that K0 — 1 and so K la an FC—groupwhich completesthe proof of
the Lomma.

Lemma 2.4. Let H be ¿perfect locaily uilpotentp—gronpwiticit is a
minímal nou FC—group. Titen It containa a proper normal .subgroup

K sucit titat Z(H) =K, aud everyproper normal subgroupof H/K is
nilpotent of finite expouent.

Prnof. E>’ hypothesisIt = H’, so without loas of goneralitywe ma>’
sypposethat Z(H) = 1. Lot 1 # a E It and put O = CH(a). Then

O # It. Let IV beapropernormal subgroupof It andput D = O fl IV.
Then [IV D] la finite, ahite IV < a> is an FC—group. Henceif

L= pi?
xCN

then L is normalun IV and IV/L is finito. Next let

Y= flL~.
lic)!

Then Y is normal in It andN/Y la nilpotentof finito exponent,since
it is emboddedinto the unrestricteddirect product

fl (zv/L’~)
hcH

whereN/Lh ~ IV/L for al] it e H.
Finally lot

K= pci
hcH

Then K ~ It sunco 0 # H. .klso Y <K since Y <L < D <O.

TheroforeIVK/K is nilpotent since N/Y ja nilpotent. Since N is any
propernormalsubgroupof H, K is adesiredsubgroupof It.

Proof of Theorem 1. 13>’ Lemma2.3 ever>’ propersubgroupof 0/00
FC—group. Now snpposoalso that O is perfect. Then 0/00 ~
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afro perfectandso it is aminimal nonFC—group.Thoreforeb>’ Lemma
2.4 it contajusapropor normalsubgroupK/00 snch that Z(O/00) =
K/00 andover>’ propornormalsubgroupof O/K is nilpotont of finito
oxponent. Obviously Z(O)00 < K. This complete tho proof of the
theorom.

Proof of Theorem 2. 13>’ the Corollar>’ and b>’ (1.1)(3) of [9] 0 is
perfectandevery propor subgroupof O is h>’percentral. Asaumethat
O = Ca(a) is nilpotont-by-Oherikov(NC—groupfor short) for some
a E O. Thon O # o sunco o is perfectby hypothesis.First we show
thatover>’ propersubgroupof O ia an NC—group. So lot X be apropor
subgroupof 0. Clearí>’ O can be expressedas aunion of an ascending
chainof propornormalsubgroupssincout is perfectandlocall3r nilpotont.
Henceit follows that aG # O. Then afro a«X # O sinco O is perfect
but aG and X both are hyporcentral. Fut L = a0X. SinceL is a
CC—group,L/CL(aL) is Chernikov. Let R = CL(aL). Since 1? < C, R
hasa normal nilpotent subgroupK such that R/K us Chernikov. 13>’
Lemma4.7 (1) of [4] we maysupposethat K is normal in L aince 1? is
normalin L. Afro L/K ja ChernikovsinceL/R andR/I< areChernikov.
Henceit follows that A is an NC—groupandthenalso X hasthe same
property. Conaequentlyit followa that ever>’ proper subgroupof O is
both a CC—group andIVC—group. But then O ja an NC—groupby
the Corollar>’ to Thooremfi of [1], whichisacontradictionsinceO = O’.
This completosthe proofof the theorem.

Proof of Thonrem 3. (i) Let X be a proper aubgroup of O. E>’
h>’pothosis X is an FC—group. Therefore applying Theorem4.38 of
[10] >‘ields that

Zn(X) =X =z~(x)
For alí u > 1 since X is aix FC—group. Henco it follows that X —
z~(x).

Ta show the aecondassertionfirst supposothat Z(0) = 1. 13>’
Lemma2.21 of [101

[Km(X), Zm(X)] = 1

far all m > 1. HoncosuncoK~(X) =Km(X) it followa that

[K~(x),Zm(X)] = 1
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for alt m > 1. But since

00

X’ UZm(x)
m=1

by the first part of the proofit follows thatK~(X) =Z(X)

Noxt applylngLomma6 of [2] repeatedlywe canwrite O as

00

O=uxi
t=1

whoreX c X~ < X~+i for alí > 1 sinceO is countablyunñníteb>’ the
Corollar>’ on p.l232 of [9]. Afro it follows from the first part of theproof
that

for alí 0 1. But sinceK~(X) =K~(X~) it follows that

for alí 1 > 1 which yields that

K~(X) =z(O)= 1.

Now in the general_caseput a = O/Z(O). Then Z(Ó) = 1 b>’ hypoth-
esís. TheroforeK~(X) = K~(X) = 1 andhenceK~(X) =Z(O) b>’ the
procedingparagraph.This completesthe proofof the theorem.
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